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'Prayers Go Up
Blessings Come Down’

From the Project Manager

Dear Parent's,
Warm greetings and best wishes from Sadhu Vaswani International School.
It has been almost 7 years since we all embarked on the project of Dada's Dream School. The scale of the
project was immense and it has been a very challenging and enriching experience for all who were involved in
this wonderful journey.
With grace of our beloved Dada and your unflinching support the School is already making a difference and
we are sure that in the years ahead we will have children from SVIS who would not only excel in academics
and other co-curricular activities but would also be responsible global citizens with an awakened heart and
impeccable character.
While last year was a set-back for all of us with the physical absence of our Rev.Dada and yet, the permanent
presence of his ever encompassing shade doubled up with his Master's Grace is now being felt by us in the
entire Campus. We all believe that the Sadhu Vaswani International School campus is Dada's Karmabhoomi
and in HIS verdant field we all are laying down HIS foundations of Seva and Service to translate HIS noble
thoughts and dreams into a reality.
Nowadays life is being approached as a 20-20 game and everyone want's everything in an instant, we at
Sadhu Vaswani International School under the guidance and direction of Dada and the school committee
members are committed for a Test match and in our own small way are aspiring to chase and realize Dada's
dream School= Where truth is the highest ideal that one would stand for
= Where every individual in the campus is treated with love and respect
= Where each child feels very proud of being an Indian first, while respecting and learning from other
nationalities and identities
= Where focusing on the ROOTS is considered equally important while focusing on the varied BRANCHES
or STEM (Science,Technology,Engineering, Mathematics)
= Where Dance, Music, Art or Drama is made enjoyable for the students beyond the bounds of the
curriculum and grades
= Where experiments and learning in Science Laboratories help in bolstering one's experience in the
Laboratory of Life
= Where excellence in sports help the child to grow in the spirit of teamwork and face any challenge/s
boldly
= Where everyone respects nature and environment by living naturally
= Where the inward journey blossoms up to embrace the outward journeys
= Where celebrating success of others come naturally
= Where focus is more on doing one's Duties( and a bit more) diligently than just bragging about Rights
As we sit back and reflect on the years that have passed in this magical journey of your School, we can only but
admire the beautiful vision and the star-lit path laid by our Dada and the phenomenal work that is being taken
forward by the School Principal, Aarti Patil Madam and her dedicated team of teachers, support staff and our
vendor team members.
I once again thank you all for your trust, support and involvement in your school's journey!
Yours Sincerely,
Sudhakar Vishwanath
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Where the mind is without fear…..

It was March 31, 2014, Gudhi Padva, Hindu New Year, the day which turned out to be a 'turning
point' in my life.
That was the day I met Rev. Dada J P Vaswani for the first time…
That was the day I entered a 'fear-free zone', a mystical zone which is surrounded by some unseen
power and divine vibrations...
That was the day I took over as the Principal of this most prestigious school in PCMC, Sadhu Vaswani
International School.
The journey of the last 5 years has been spectacular, memorable, enjoyable and at times
challenging too! But we sailed through them smoothly and successfully with Sadhu Vaswani's
th
and Rev. Dada J P Vaswani's blessings. In this journey, on 12 July 2018, there was an unexpected
sudden turn, when Dadaji left us in His physical form. We are fortunate that He left us with His
teachings, His vision, His dream, which we, at SVIS, are equipped to fulfil.
We started with 95 on roll in June 2014 with a staff of just 14 and I am happy to say that we are now
at the line of 800 this year with almost 75 teachers on roll. We crossed two important milestones on
the way – the school got its affiliation for CBSE in the year 2016 and its affiliation for Senior
Secondary (Junior College) in 2018. It was a great team of teachers, students and parents who were
guided and guarded by the supporting management of Sadhu Vaswani Mission to achieve these
milestones.
In my 27 years in the field of education in Pune, I have seen a tremendous change in the attitude and
approach of the students, parents and the teachers. But the thing that has not changed is the need
to inculcate values in children-right values at the right age! At SVIS we are putting in efforts to strike
a fine balance between the 'modern' and the 'traditional' by giving a 'right type of education' which
is the strong foundation laid by Sadhu Vaswani in 1933. Sadhu Vaswani was a true visionary and an
educationist who has paved a path for all of us to walk on.
At SVIS, we have set a goal to achieve and it is possible to achieve that goal only if we strengthen the
power in the wings of the students and the teachers and help everyone fly high fearlessly. I can
confidently say that the children in our school are not scared of their teachers and teachers are not
scared of me. Parents have a fear-free access to voice their concerns and opinions and ultimately we
all are not scared of the management of Sadhu Vaswani Mission as their intentions are pure and
they support the honest efforts of the staff. Slowly we have started setting systems and traditions
for us to follow in all the years to come. We proudly call our school a ‘fear free zone’!
I am pleased to present this first issue of our school magazine – 'Inner Reflections' which will take
you through our journey so far.
Warm regards,

Principal
Sadhu Vaswani International School
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Our Talented Treasure

' Our Supporting Hands’

Mr. Binoy Joseph
(Manager- Admin & Accounts)

Ms. Renuka Kulkarni
Executive Assistant

‘Invaluable Help’
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Ms. Vrushali Bhor
Executive Assistant
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The Journey So Far....
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This is how it started…
Foundation stone of Sadhu Vaswani International School was laid at the Holy
Hands of Rev. Dada J P Vaswani on March 9, 2012.
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It was formally registered...
The school was officially registered as 'Sadhu Vaswani International School' in academic year
2014-15. On the sacred Foundation Day, June 4, Havan was performed and the school crossed
its first turning point to continue its journey.
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We operated from the temporary building till November 2012. The first visit by the
ZP officials for Recognition of the school by State Government was in June 2014 and the school
got its recognition on October 7, 2014. We started with 95 students on roll in June 2014 and
today we have crossed 800 on roll in classes Nursery – Std. X.
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And the new wing was ready
Within a year, the new school building started shaping up and the entire right wing was ready.
We formally inaugurated that wing at the hands of Shri Ramesh Tulsiani on February 4, 2016
and the school started operating in the new building.
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The campus was blessed...
The children, staff and teachers in SVIS were indeed blessed when Rev. Dadaji visited the
th
premises on 17 June, 2016. All of us in the campus were very thrilled about his presence and it
was sight to witness. Dada took time from His busy schedule and enlightened all of us with
His wisdom.
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And the ‘dream school’ was ready
By the grace of Sadhu Vaswani and Rev Dada J P Vaswani the state of the art facilities are now
available at the campus. On May 30, 2018 the Hon. President of India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind
formally inaugurated the new campus in presence of Rev. Dada J P Vaswani, Hon. Union
Minister, HRD, Shri Prakash Javdekar, former Deputy Prime Minister Shri L. K. Advani and many
educationists from Pune's education circle.
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Moulding Minds
Awakening Hearts
Cultivating Character
The school aims at nurturing every child's inner potential to turn him into a complete individual
as we know that today's children are the builders of the nation. Getting 99% marks on paper
is not sufficient in today's scenario. Academic intelligence needs to be accompanied by a
'good character' and ultimately each individual needs to be a 'good human being'. The school
emphasise on these qualities and it is achieved by exposing children to a variety of experiences
in life.
These are a few glimpses of the activities at the school which help children develop into
complete individuals.
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SVIS in focus...
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SVIS in focus...
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SVIS in focus...
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SVIS in focus...
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Creative Sparkles
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A Mother

A Call from the Future
Technology made life easier
and easier. In course of time,
comparatively busier. Over
internet I don't want a 'like'
or a 'heart' I just want a
candy or to play in the dirt.
Was I given birth or was I
downloaded? Will my future be programmed?
Or will it be self-moulded? Does there exist any
word called family or ritual? Is this world I am
now in, real or virtual? Do emotions exist or
emojis can do it all? Our brain evolved a lot but
the heart became small. Socialising is a word in
the dictionary, age old now, I'm from the future
It did happen but why and how? You are giving
birth to robots not shy. They're going in lone
vale, too deep to take them high. A day you are
observing a day you will see, You won't have
internet One day and no talking robots like me.

It is a special
bond over years;
Through laughter, worries
smiles and tears.
A sense of trust
that can’t be broken,
A sea of love
sometimes unseen.
A life long friendship built on
Sharing and hugs,
And
Warmth and care
Mother and Daughter their
Hearts as one.
A link that can
Never be undisturbed.
Arnavi More
(VII)

Rashi Devang
(V-A)

“All in One”
Stars are many,
But moon is one.

MONSOON

Ministers are many,
But president is one.

Monsoon is the
most beautiful thing
ever We may die, if it
was for never. To get
to watch a peacock
dance is a pleasure!
The happiness we
cannot measure.
Oh! May monsoon
be forever! Monsoon is an excuse for children
to get wet
But scolding are all they get. The cool drop of
water on our skin, It can never be a sin. Oh!
May monsoon be forever!

Gems are many,
But kohinoor is one.
Rays are many,
But sun is one.
Continents are many,
But earth is one.
Friends are many,
But best friend is one.
Schools are many,
But my school is the best one.
Het Pravinbhai Patel
(VIII)

Advaith Madangarli
(V-B)
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A Poetic Streak

India
India
innovating, progressing,
strengthening traditional,
tranquil India it
exemplifies,
it encourages it never
looks back India
traditional, tranquil
shining, innovating,
strengthening.

A star
A star
shining, sparkling, twinkling
bright, sublime
A star
it shimmers, it falls
it always compete our wishes
a star
bright, sublime
shining, sparkling, twinkling.

Arya (IX)

Ankita Deshmane (IX)

A picture
A picture
provoking, mesmerising,
interesting mysterious,
surreal
a picture
it intrigues, it reveals
it always narrates a story
a picture
mysterious, surreal
provoking, mesmerising, interesting.

Nature
Nature
beautifying, loving,
attracting remarkable,
romantic
Nature
it inspires, it maintains
peace it is always divine
Nature
remarkable, romantic
beautifying, loving, attracting.

Gargee Landge (IX)

Mitali Hurdale (IX)

The wind
A mother

The wind
moving, refreshing,
soothing naughty,
dangerous
the wind
it blows, it destructs
it never rests
the wind
naughty, dangerous
moving, refreshing, soothing.

A mother
loving, caring, helping
sensitive, worried
a mother
she supports, she shouts she
never lets us choose the wrong
a mother
sensitive, worried
loving, caring, helping.
Anjali Bhosale (IX)

Aryan Chaure (IX)
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Reminiscing my time
at Kashmir

we noticed that they do not add milk to tea.
Yet, it was very delicious. I can call Kashmir
mini Switzerland for sure. None of us wanted
to leave. I came back to Maharasthra and
shared my delightful experience with all my
friends.

I went to Kashmir during my Christmas
Vacations. We boarded a flight at 5 am. We
had a connecting flight, so from Pune we first
went to Delhi and then flew to Srinagar. As we
landed, a chill ran down my spine. It had been
snowing and the temperature was very low.
We headed to our hotel and settled ourselves
comfortably. We freshened up and
immediately left for the
market nearby. We reached the hotel with
our hands full of shopping backs. The clock
had struck 8 pm by then. We had our dinner
and got into our cosy beds to sleep. Our stay
at Srinagar was of two days. Then we headed
to Kashmir. What a beautiful place it was! It
looked like a fairyland as it was covered with
snow. We all played in snow for two days. It
was a sheer delight. When we ordered for tea,

Aarti Rao (II- A)

Colours
I like colours because they are colourful

the Festival of Colours. People splash and

and bright. We have variety of colours

spray colours during the Holi celebrations

which we use in our art and craft classes

I like a natural and colourful thing Do you

for drawing and colouring. We play with

know what it is?

colours on festivals Holi which is called

It is a RAINBOW
It is filled with bright colours. We call it
'VIBGYOR'.
The colours are violet, indigo, blue, green,
yellow, orange and red. My favourite
colours are red, purple, gold and silver. All
these are vibrant and bright colours.

Aarti Rao (II- A)
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Life of a soldier

Be Thankful

Say thank you to
ear, nose and eyes.
Say thank you to
misfortune and tears

Life of a soldier is not easy,
Who serves the country selflessly.
He works day and night,
Only to protect the respect of our country.
He always ensures one thing,
That his family led a peaceful life.
Life of a soldier is not easy.

Say thank you to the Sun
for vitamin D and
morning light fun.
Say thank you to your teacher
for Hindi, Maths and literature.

Life of a soldier is not easy,
He should be physically fit,
To fight all the wars and battles
Against the country's enemies.
Life of a soldier is not easy.

Say thank you to parents
for giving us birth
and to give a chance
to live in India on Earth
Say thank you to cows
for giving us milk.
Say thank you to silkworms
for giving us silk.

Life of a soldier is not easy,
He has the biggest task in his life,
To live away from his family.
He ensures that the country
Always be protected.
And when this soldier sacrifices his life,
The family would have a feeling,
A feeling of pride.
So, life of a soldier is not easy.

Say thank you to fish
for living in our ponds.
Say thank you to anybody
to whom do you wish.

Riddhi Gorde (IV-A)

Arya Patil (VIII)
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Favorite Food.

IF I WERE…
If I were a bird
If I were a bird, I would be
a parrot. I would like to fly
and fly high. I would have
colourful wings and body
which I would flaunt in
front of others. I don't
want to a regular green
parrot that you see daily, rather, I would like
to be a red and blue one. I would lay eggs
and give birth to young ones. Well! I would
rear them with love and tell them to be
compassionate towards others. We would
live on a mango tree and savour delicious
mangoes in summers. I would also throw
the seeds here and there to help nature
grow more mango trees. WOhooo!!! As a
parrot wouldn't I be pretty bird???

My favorite food is Pav Bhaji. It looks so
yummy. There is no better feeling in the
world than a warm Pav Bhaji. There are
many varieties of Pav Bhaji available like
Cheese Pav Bhaji, Butter Pav Bhaji and
Masala Pav. I love all of them. Only one
thing that it should have is "extra cheese"
on it. Cheese is the secret ingredient for any
food as it makes any food yummy and
delicious. We have competitions in our
family as to "who finishes the Pav Bhaji
first". There is something between me and
Pav Bhaji. May this bond continue forever.

Aarohi Singh
(VI -A)

Trishaa A. Naik
(III - C)

If I were the
Prime Minister

If I were God
If I were God, I would erase the word crime
from earth. All people would feel free to
walk around without having a fear of being
kidnapped, robbed etc. I would also
remove pollution from earth and make it a
healthy place to live in. Everyone would be
compassionate and help each other
willingly. No one would be rude or jealous.
I wouldn't let negativity to thrive in the
hearts of people. I would grow trees of
money and reward people only if they do
good deeds. All human beings would know
every subject. No one would be less
intelligent than another. You just would
have to make a wish and it would be
granted to you. Nothing would get dirty
because litter would be automatically
cleaned. I don't like insects, so, I would
remove them from earth. I will change the
caw!caw! of the crows. It is so irritating.
The birds would also use washrooms and
not throw their waste on the buildings.
Nobody would be poor and deprived.
There would be peace all around.
Pavani Goel
(VI - A)

If I were the Prime Minister, I would change
the face of our country. I would like to solve
the problems of the people living in the
slums. I have seen many people struggling
with the unhygienic conditions. I would
first build washrooms for them and also in
turn lessen the soil pollution. I would also
build more government schools for
children whose parents don't have money
to pay for their fee. I would help my people
to get out of the superstitious world, into
the light of logic and understanding. I
would work day and night for the progress
of my country. I would change the system
of education. No homework would be
given to the students. I would improve the
technology and also the transport system
in my country. I don't like people treating
girls as a burden. So, I would educate them
to stand on their own feet and make their
country proud.
Vasudha Hurdale
(VI - A)
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My first speech

My experience at SVIS

My first year at Sadhu Vaswani
International School was in Std.3. There
were only a few classes at that time. The
first day when I entered the school, there
was a lot of construction going on. There
were only 9 students in my class! Our class
teacher was Sarojini madam. The
notebooks were very small. Our school did
not have anything at that time. It only had
a few classes and co-curricular activity
rooms.
My next year was more interesting.
After the summer vacation, many things
changed. New teachers, students, etc. Our
class teacher this time, was Disha madam.
We now also had a small library, just next
to our class. Our science teacher, Shivanshi
madam took us to the construction site
and showed us the whole school!
Now I was in Std.5. This was an
awesome year! We were now allowed to
swim and also had a ground, gate, big
sanctuary, etc. All of us were very happy.
We had Minu madam as our class teacher
now. She was very nice and kind. We had
much more activities this time as
compared to last time. We loved this year!
2018-19 was the best year experience
till now! We again had Minu madam as our
class teacher now. But this time we had
divisions 'A' and 'B'. I was in 'B'. We all were
sad because we were separated into
divisions. We had competitions with each
other. But still we all were best friends. We
also had a trip to Hyderabad, which was
very amazing! We loved this year. We
expect this school would be the best
school ever with many students.

I first of all thank my teachers who
selected me for a speech in Sadhu Vaswani
Mission which was my first speech on Lord
Krishna's life. I was very scared and was
not confident, but my teachers and my
parents made me capable for it. Speaking
in front of 500 people was a big thing for
me and that too for the first time. I can't
express how scared and nervous I was
then. It was an unfamiliar crowd but then
in their faces; I started to see my friends,
my teachers and my well wishers. This
encouraged me and gave me confidence. I
got the first prize, I was really very happy. I
also would like to thank my teachers who
corrected me every time, and also my
mother who made me capable of reciting
a poem on the stage at a very young age of
3. I hope this confidence remains within
me for a successful life.
A big thank you to all of you.

Jidnyasa Bagate
(VI -B)

Arnavi More
(VII)
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Rose

My little sister.

My favourite flower is the Rose .Roses
are very pretty .Rose is the king of
flowers. I love the shape of roses and
their beautiful colors .Rose plant
possesses different types of colours, it
comes in red , white, orange etc. Roses
are symbols of love & affection. There is
no better flower to express love than a
red rose. Rose is liked by all for its beauty
& smell .It is used in perfumes because
of its sweet smell. It has small thorns to
protect itself from herbivores. It has
round & deep green coloured leaves
.When the rose blooms it looks very
beautiful. Looking at them is like looking
at the wonder of nature. It is a perfect
flower beautiful in every way.

Saisha is my little sister.
She is only three years old.
She follows me around the house and
wants to play with me all the time.
She is very beautiful and cute.
She likes to play with her toys.
She was born on 25th December.
She is Santa's gift to me.
I love my cute and sweet little sister.

Shreya Bangal
(III - C)

Shalvi Khadgir
(II - A)

My Mother
There is a smile I know,
which always glows,
takes care of everybody,
but not of her own body.

My mother is the only one,
on whom I believe the most,
she will be there with me,
in the future if I get lost.

This smile belongs to my mother,
if she goes away,
I have no way,
like the leaves of a tree,
she is always free.

When I go to sleep at night,
I hold her very tight,
if I shiver with cold,
with blanket she will hold.

Jidnyasa Bagate
(VI - B)
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Holidays

If I were a bird

May I hold in my hand a Book,
Or may I learn to Cook?
May I enhance my Beauty
Or may I do my Duty
May I use a Lift
For my interesting Gift?
It is my Kitty,
Very very Pretty!
May I Play
Only with Clay?
Or may I go Down
And jump like a Clown?
Is it a Matter
That I can't make a Batter?
I am Sure
My speech is very Pure!

If I were a bird, I'd love to fly
Through the clouds and to the sky
I'd fly in circles and loop the loops
I'd even fly through circular hoops
If I were a bird, I'd love to eat
All kinds of grain but definitely not wheat
Tasty fruits my mom would feed
Along with yummy birdseed
If I were a bird, I'd love to play
Not at night but throughout the day
If I were a bird, would you be too?
I'd love to have fun with you

Aniksha Kad
(V-A)

Ritika Lakare
(VI - B)

If I Were A Bird
If I were a bird, I would just have enjoyed my life. It would be
awfully good, flying in the sky at the top speed. No studies, no
exams, no heavy bags on shoulders; fun and fun only. I would like
to be a vulture because it is known to be one of the most powerful
in the bird kingdom. I would be a good natured one though.
Wouldn't it be an adventure soaring high in the sky? Travel would
be faster. I would do tricks while flying. I would be smart enough
to catch my prey. Wouldn't you like seeing the earth from that
height? The greenery of the forests, the hustle and bustle of the
cities, the rainbows in the sky and what not! I really wish that one
day when I wake up, I wake up in a nest; ready to conquer the
world.
Asmi Gupta
(VI - A)
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One of the Best

PARENTS

I shall be one of the greatest
and fulfill all my dreams,
I shall be one of the rearest
and achieve all my goals!
I shall be one the richest
and help all the poor,
I shall be one the fittest
and maintain all my health.
I shall be one most mightiest
and help weak become strong,
I shall be one of the most loving
and remove hatred with love all along!

Parents are those, Who bring up their
children like a rose, For me, They are greater
than heroes. They show me the right way, So
that I would be successful one day. They are
my best friends, the relationship never ends.
They educate us so that we can take correct
decisions, Gives the nation good and
responsible citizens. Considered as humans
by the whole world, but for me they are my
whole world. God made such wonderful
parents, and gave me this wonderful gift.
North, South, East, West, for me, my parents
are the best..

I shall be one of the most patient
for all the work I would do,
I shall be one of the coolest
for all the anger I would get.

Akshay Singh
(VIII)

ANUJA AGALE
(VI - B)

SAVE THE GIRL CHILD
Nowadays in our society, safety of girls most important talked
about in the social media. Girls today are vulnerable to
getting physically abused, some are illiterate while some are
discriminated by people. Even today there are parents
especially in the rural areas don't send their girl child to
school. Our government has launched some schemes for the
development of girls . Sukanya Samruddhi Yojana is one such
program for ensuring equitable share for girls in the family
inheritance. With such schemes girls are able to now progress
in many fields .
Even now if a girl child is born ,the family feels that she is a burden to the house .Its time to
change our mindset that only boys can support family and also carry forward the lineage , girls
can equally make parents proud. So, save the girl child for a better future.
Mitali Hurdale
(IX)
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SOLDIER

TRY……. TO RISE
Every morning he wakes,
To give the day a new start,
Forgets yesterday's miseries,
Thinks of today's never ending
possibilities
But beware! He hasn't,
Forgotten yesterday's fall,
And tries to improve,
At every new call

A person who fights for land and
house, And stand for us whole day
long, Let it be winter, summer, rainy.
Has tears in his hearts for his family
Also guts and courage to fight Can
die for country anytime. Then why
shouldn't we respect him?? We
should respect him He is a loving
and caring dad, and also a brother of
loved ones, and finally is a warrior to
the last.

He tries and tries,
And never gives up,
He tries and tries,
To never let the fire die
He knows victory isn't free,
Can only be bought by hard work,
He knows victory isn't far,
And patience is the power
He tries and tries,
Because he knows,
One day he'll surely rise.

Ankita Deshmane
(IX)

Tongue twisters

I wish to wish the wish you wish but if you
wish the wish the wish the wish the wish
witches, Iwon't wish to wish the wish you
wish.
How many cookies could a good cook cook
if a good cook could cookies? A good cook
could cook as many cookies as a good cook
who could cook cookies.
Meghna Bhatia
(VII)

Mrunmayee Raskar
(VII)
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Trees are our life!

True friends

Friendship lasts forever
never does it die.
True friends stay forever
and never say goodbye
Many friends walk in
and out of your life

Trees are our best friends. We cannot live
without them. Trees give us food, gum and
medicines. We need them for oxygen and
good health. They absorb carbon dioxide
and help us to control pollution. They cause
rainfall and protect water sources under the
ground. They prevent floods and droughts.
We should try our best to plant more trees.
Trees are one of the best things that our
mother earth has provided us. Trees give us
many things for example we get paper from
tree. Paper is important for writing. Trees
provide us shadow, fruits and flowers.
Trees like Tulsi, Neem and Aloe Vera are
medicinal trees.
Butterflies love to suck nectar from flowers.
Birds make their nests on trees. Monkeys
love to jump on branches of trees. We play
under a big mango or tamarind tree. When
we are hungry, one of us climbs the tree and
plucks mangoes. When farmers are tired
they sleep under the shade of the tree. In
the morning the chirping of birds wakes us
up.
We have fig tree in our neighbor's garden.
On that fig tree, we see sparrows, cuckoos
and a few other birds. They eat figs and
enjoy. I like to watch them. I wish I could fly
like those birds and eat figs.
My mother told me that she used to study
under mango, tamarind and guava trees.
She enjoyed fruits while studying. We
cannot live without oxygen which is
provided us by trees. Thus, we cannot
imagine the life without trees.
Thank you, God for such a beautiful and
useful gift!

But only true friends
leave footprints in your heart
Only a true friend can know
more about you than you
True friends are a mystery
and make you forget your bad history.
Bhumi Verma
(VI - B)

Very Funny
I put the cell,
It rang the bell.
What it was?
I saw the Santa Clause.
It was funny,
I talked with the bunny.
The mobile started working,
The bunny started thinking,
The mobile started working,
The bunny started singing.
It was funny,
I talked with the bunny.
Saee Joshi
(V - B)

Juee Erande
(II - A)
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My Mother

Who is A DAD ?

My mother's name is Sarika. She is a
doctor. She helps me to learn. She is
helpful. My mother is kind. She cooks
delicious food. My mother is a social
worker too. She loves to dance with me.
My mother like trekking and cycling. She is
very hard working. She enjoys reading no
vels. I love my mother very much.
Asmi londhe
(II-A)
A DAD is someone who
Wants to catch you, before you fail,
But instead picks you UP, brushes you off,
And lets you try again.

WHY CAN'T WE?
Once there lived a boy named Rajesh who
was eleven years old. He lived with his
mother. He always wanted to be brave as his
father who was in the Indian Army. He
wanted to become an Indian soldier. His
father was his inspiration.
Once in a battle field his father left his
physical body. Rajesh and his mother were
very sad. After few months later he said to
his mother “I am also going to become a
soldier like my father was and protect our
country.” But his mother replied that instead
of being a soldier you can become a doctor or
an engineer or whatever you wish. Being a
soldier is not an easy job. In this job you will
be not able to spend long time with your
family. But he replied “Mom what about the
Army who are protecting the country, if they
are protecting, not only their family but also
us, WHY CAN'T WE? I love my country more
than anything. So, I will become a soldier and
protect my country.” Listening to these
words mother had tears in her eyes and felt
proud of Rajesh and her husband. She then
she stood by Rajesh in his desire to become
a soldier .
MORAL: WE SHOULD BE BRAVE AND HAVE
THE SPIRIT TO ACHIEVE OUR GOAL.
Chaitanya Raut
(VII)

A DAD is someone who
Wants to keep you away from making
mistakes,
But instead lets you find your own way,
Even though his heart breaks in silence
When you get hurt.
A DAD is someone who
Holds you when you cry,
Scolds you when you break the rules,
Shines with pride when you succeed,
and has FAITH in you even when you FAIL…
A DAD is
A SON'S FIRST HERO and
A DAUGHTER'S FIRST LOVE!!!

Kirti Walunj
(VIII)
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WHY TODAY'S EDUCATION
SYSTEM MAKES ROBOTS
Everyone knows how important schools are today. They provide us the knowledge
necessary for our better future. Schools are absolutely necessary for our development.
Initially education just meant the process of facilitating learning, or the acquisition of
knowledge, skills, values, beliefs, and habits. But, nowadays education is just rote learning
and gaining marks. Many among us feel that the marks we obtain in our exams are our
future decider. There are many others who have varied talents other than just studying.
There are musicians, artists, dancers, animators, etc. sitting among us but are bound just
because of their parents and the society. Today's education system makes us do things we
don't want and don't know to do! If I am willing to become a doctor, biology and chemistry
is what I should be learning in detail. Other subjects like physics, S.S.T., etc. should be
taught, but just the basics. Just like Albert Einstein quoted-“Everybody is a genius. But if you
judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid”,
this is the reality nowadays. I feel that the education system should be changed so that we
are able to decide what we are passionate about and pursue our dream!
Nishant Deore
(IX)

The travel bug in me

I love to travel to different places. I
have been to many places till now. I am
sharing my experience of my visit to
Mumbai when I was only 8 years old.
We first went to Ali Bagh I remember.
From there we undertook our journey
via a cruise to Mumbai. It was for the
first time that I had stepped onto a ship.
I was jumping with excitement. As
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soon as we were to reach Mumbai, we
saw the Magnificent Gateway of India.
More than a thousand tourists could be
seen admiring its beauty. Then we
visited a place which had huge
aquariums. I saw a variety of fish. I was
mesmerised by the colourful little
creatures swimming at ease. I and my
brother were scared to see baby sharks
in one of the aquariums. We went to
many beaches and played in the sand
making castles. It was a wonderful
experience and we captured the
memories in hundreds of photographs
which I still take out and see. It was a
memorable vacation!
Shrutika Patil
(VI - A)

DO NOT LET THEM
TAKE AWAY YOUR TIME
Nowadays , children are fully dependent on mobile phones, internet, social media and
etc. Children don't take any efforts to think, and so they become lazy. They stop using
their brain ;children want instant answers for their queries ,and Google helps them in it.
This makes them lose their thinking power. Many students also losing interest in their
studies. These electronic gadgets attract the youngsters very soon. They are so used to it
that most of them forget to eat their food. Nowadays children don't takes interest in
outdoor activities , instead they are happy playing with mobile phones. With this
attraction they are in their own world. So , me a student myself request my friends and
children please do not make a mobile or an electronic gadget your part of life, kindly USE
ONLY WHEN NEEDED

TEJASVI. S. DATIR
(VIII)

EDUCATION CAN CHANGE THE FACE OF
OUR NATION
In this multi-adjectival and electronic media it may seem a
cliché but it is indeed true that “EDUCATION IS NECESSARY
FOR ALL.” Its only education, which can bring about changes in
our day to day life. Education ignites our inner light. It can
indicate a positive attitude and a strong sense of willingness
into us.
It can about transformation in every positive way. I being a
student feel that education is best possible way for
transforming a child into best and valuable human resource
for the country.
Education can help the nation to be well developed country.
That is why I feel “EDUCATION CAN CHANGE FACE OF OUR
NATION.”
Rohan Patil
(IX)
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HOW TO STUDY FOR
EXAMS ?????????

Deutsch Lernen

When we hear the word 'Exam' many
thoughts come into our minds like, so vast
portion, lack of time , good marks etc. How
will I study? Will the paper be hard or easy?
And one common question we all have that
how should I study for exams.... So here are
some tips for you all. Hope it helps you..

Ich mag Deutsch sehr,
Aber die Grammatik ist
schwer
Englisch lerne ich viele
Jahren,
Jetzt möchte ich nach
Deutschland fahren.

·
·

Start preparing as soon as possible....
Don't waste your time. Try to invest
your time in studies.
· Make your brain a fool. When you
don't have a mood to study just tell
your brain, we will study only for 10
minutes, and you will just completely
have focus on studies even after half
an hour.
· Eat the frog first!! This simply means
to cover all your hard topics first.
· Always study with a positive and a
happy mind.
· Break your study time. Divide your
topics and set small goals.
· Practice maths daily.
· Revision is very important. Revise a
lot.
I hope these tips helps all of us in our exams.
All the best to us.

Meine ganze klasse mag
singen gern,
Vielleicht sehen sie zu Hause
immer fern.
Im Buch haben wir Familie
Weigel,
Sie haben einen
Kanarienvogel.
Tina sagt,” Meine Mutter
kann super kochen!”,
Aber sie findet nicht ihre
bunte socken.
Stefan sagt schwimmen ist
einfach,
Aber Englisch ist ein
schweres Fach.
Ich weiβ , Grammatik ist
nicht einfach,
Aber Deutsch ist unser
Lieblingsfach.
SAEE VYAVAHARE
(VII)

Anjali Agale
(VIII)
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Zutaten
German
Alles hat ein Ende , nur die wurst
hat zwei.
English
Everything has one end, only the
sausage has two.
Meaning
Everything comes to an end…
Except for the sausage obviously
…(There is no short of sausages in
Germany)

German
Ich glaub mein schwein
pfeit.
English
I think my pig whistles.
Meaning
I believe I am dreaming.
German
Du glüchspilz.
English
You luck mushroom.
Meaning
You lucky man.

German
Mir stehen die Haare zu Berge.
English
My hair stand up to the
mountain.
Meaning
Goosebumps
German
Sie hatten einen
Kreislaufenzusamenbrunch.
English
She has a Circleruntogetherbreak.
Meaning
She fainted.

German
Da wird er Hund in der
Pfanne verrüct.
English
There the dog goes crazy
in the pan.
Meaning
That's unbelievable

German
Du bist das Gelbe vom Ei.
English
You are the yellow from egg.
Meaning
You are the one whom I was
searching for.

German
Leg einen Zahn drauf.
English
Put a tooth on it.
Meaning
Be quicker

German
Ich bin fuchsteufelswild.
English
I am foxdevilswind.
Meaning
I am super mad.

German
Klapp zu , Affe tot
English
Lid down , monkey dead
Meaning
That's it
Yashraj Mahavir Karnawat
(VII)
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Did you know?

HAUSTIERE

In German speaking nations, families
generally comprise of parents and children.
Children there, both boys and girls, help
around the house.

Das ist ein Haus
Im Haus wohnt ein Maus
Die Maus mag käse sehr
Er sagt immer – 'mehr'

Germany has 81 million inhabitants of which
almost 41 million are women. This means that
there are more women than men in
Germany!!! Germany is an aging society, it
has more old people than young ones and low
birth rates.

Meine Nachbarin ist ein
Mädchen Und sie hat ein
KaninchenDas Kaninchen ist
sehr weich Und es kommt
aus Österreich

Berlin is the capital city of Germany. It is a citystate and is the largest city in the country.
Other metropolitan cities are Munich,
Hamburg and Cologne. However Salzburg
(Austria) remains a favourite with tourists.

Und was gibt in Türkei
Dort lebt ein Papagei
Er spricht Deutsch perfekt
Sehr süβ ist sein dialekt

Wooden frame houses”Fachwerkhäuser” are
a special style of architecture to be found in
some regions of Germany and Switzerland.
Very few such houses exist today but they
remain a great tourist attraction.

-Rachel, Avani and Vasudha
(VI A)

“Kaffee und Kuchen” or “Kaffeezeit” is similar
to tea time. The official “Kaffee und Kuchen”
time is 4:00 p.m. quite often people make the
effort to bake a cake at home. Some popular
cake varieties in Germany are marble cake,
cheese cake and the Schwarzwälder
Kirschtorte (black forest cake).

Facts about Germany
On the first day of school, children receive a
“Schultüte” (school-bag)which contains
stationery and sweets. This tradition is 150
years old.
- One of the most popular show in
Germany is “Wer wird Millionair?”.Ihere are
similar shows in many countries. In India, it
is known by the name of KBC.(Kaun banega
karodpati?)
- Germany's most popular sport is
football.
- Germany owns many of the popular car
companies such as Mercedes, Audi,
Volkswagen and BMW.
- Cycling is popular in Germany because it
is eco-friendly and good for heath.

House pets have a special place in a family in
Germany, so much so that they are treated
almost as family members.
Germany is the most densely populated
country in the European Union. It has
attracted a large number of immigrants and
has emerged as the European country with
the largest immigrant population.

Anuja and Jidnyasa
(VI- B)

Aryan and Mandeep
(VII)
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GERMAN WORD Search

B
Z
E
I
C
H
E
N
T
R
I
C
K
S
E
R
I
E

C
F
J
U
C
H
B
W
C
B
R
M
V
F
U
I
R
K

W
I
E
N
D
E
O
X
D
E
S
Q
M
A
N
S
L
O

D
G
K
V
F
H
I
K
A
N
I
N
C
H
E
N
R
S

M
U
H
R
K
G
J
Y
O
F
P
T
U
R
F
S
T
O

N
H
E
W
M
L
K
M
I
L
C
H
F
R
O
A
U
M

P
O
F
X
N
P
R
Z
G
O
A
X
R
A
P
S
U
M

R
Q
T
Y
D
E
U
T
S
C
H
D
O
D
L
M
N
E

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

S
T
L
Z
O
Q
S
A
K
L
Y
Z
E
Q
M
S
A
R

g.
h.
i.
j.

Anwers:-a. zeichentrickserie, b.schokolade,
c.kaninchen, d. Milch, e.fahrrad, f.Deutsch,
g.Uhr, h.heft, i.sommer, j.Wien.

A
E
I
S
A
T
U
V
A
A
S
W
L
C
E
F
A
C

Hints:Das libeling's Program von kindern.
Liebling's Essen von kindern.
Ich esse Karotten.
Lieblingsessen von dem Hund.
Ich fahre das___________.
Ich mag ____________ lernen sehr.
{ein fach}
Ich zeige die zeiten.
Du schreibst auf mich.
Wir bekommen Mangos in dieser
Jahreszeit.
Dort liegt ein bekanntes ort, Prater.

Arnavi More
(VII)

Sucht bitte die Städte in Deutschland
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Antwort :
Mϋnchen, Niedersachsen, Berlin,
Bayern, Hessen, Frankfurt,
Hunsrϋck, Hamburg, Saarland,
Bremen, Stuttgart, Augsburg

M S

X

V R

N
I
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Rushin Kasar
(VI B)

GERMAN WORD Search

Suche die Haustiere
l
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Sairaj, Aryan and Neel (VI A )

GERMAN WORD Search
J Z

W A R O T Y

A

K

S E O K

R H A G H Z D X
E A

R H E S O H

Jünge,Shrank,Sehr,Jahre,
Käse,Sehen,Stimmt,Leben,
Zwar,Rot,Nett,Hat,Haus.

H B N L E B E N

F U H D N E T T
G S

S T I

M M T

T L

P C F H I

J
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Shrutika , Pavani and Asmi (VI A)

Aayushi Karnavat III C

Advait Salunkhe IV C

Akrshit Kumar II C

Gargee Landge IX

Arya Navadkar II C

Gargee Landge IX
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Ghrecey Patel IV A

Rachel Lakare VI A

Purva Gore V B

Purva Gore V B

Ritika Lakare VI B

Rohan Patil II B
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Sachi Ghodke I D

Umar Malik II A

Vedant Shiraskar III B

Shreya Bangal III C

Vedant Jagtap V B

Vishwa Tithe IV C
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Ovi Kothawade (Jr. Kg.C)

Shreeyorh (Jr. Kg.C)

Pragnesh Bhosale (Nursery)

Anrit (Jr. Kg.C)

Riya (Jr. Kg.C)

Kunjal Rane (Jr.Kg-A)
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Saanvi Gholap (Sr. KG-C)

Arohi Yadav (Sr. KG-C)

Arnav Kute (Sr. KG-C)

Swara Pagar (Sr. KG-B)

Shrarya Chinde (Sr. KG-C)

Tanishka (Sr. KG-A)
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Nidhish (Sr. KG-C)

Harsh Bhalerao (Jr. KG-B)

Gauri (Sr. KG-A)

Sejal Taware (Jr. KG-B)

Ishwari Gawali (Nursery)

Akshan Barve (Jr. KG-B)
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Aditi Bangal (Nursery)

Saanvi Bhingare (Jr. KG-B)

Aadishree Kulkarni (Jr. Kg.A)

Mysha Dua (Jr. Kg.A)
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Asmi Londhe II A

Ajinkya Soundade II C

Nitant Iskande II A

Juee Erande II A
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Sriparna Vashishtha III B

Salvi Khadgir II A

Rachel Lakare VI A
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_mÂ`m AmZ§XmV Vy VwPm AmZ§X emoYVog
_mPr AmB© _mPr AmB©

_mPr AmB©

Vy _mÂ`mgmR>r EH$ AZ_mob aËZ Amhog
EH$ Ag§ aËZ Oo n¥Ïdrda Hw$R>ohr gmnS>Uma Zmhr
EH$ Ag§ aËZ Á`mbm n¡go Zmhr ào_ bmJV§
_mPr AmB© _mPr AmB©
VwÂ`m Hw$erV Amë`mda Ag§ dmQ>V§
{H$ _r EH$m doJù`m OJmV Ambr Amho
{OWo \$º$ Vy Am{U _r Amho
VwÂ`m H$So> nmhÿZ Ag§ dmQ>V§ {H$ Vy EH$ Mm§XUr
Amhog
Am{U Amåhr EH$m Mm§XUrgmo~V amhV AmhmoV
_mPr AmB© _mPr AmB©

_mPr AmB© _mPr AmB©
H$mhr eãXM ZmhrV VwÂ`m gmR>r
VwÂ`m ~Ôb H$m` ~moby?
O|ìhm _r aS>Vo V|ìhm Vy aS>Vog
O|ìhm _r hgVo V|ìhm Vy hgVog

Amgmdar ~moZJo
(V-B)

Amoamo Ho$ {bE

_m±
{OgHo$ eãXm| _| __Vm Am¡a MaUm| _| ^JdmZ,
dhr Vmo h¡ h_mar ß`mar _m± !
{OgZo h_mao J_ H$mo AnZm g_P {b`m,
AnZm gwI ^r h_| Xo {X`m !
{OgZo h_| OrZo H$s ghr _mJ© {XIm`m,
Cgr Zo C§Jbr nH$‹S> Ho$ h_| MbZm {gIm`m!
_m± Zo h_| {OJa H$m Qw>H$‹S>m ~Zm`m,
~oQ>m H$hH$a h_o h¡ ~wbm`m,
Cgr H$s __Vm Ho$ gmJa _| h_Zo Sw>~H$s h¡
bJmB©!
Z_Z h¡ _oam Xþ{Z`m H$s gmar _mVmAm| H$mo
H¥$Vk h¡ h_ AmnHo$ {H$ AmnZo h_| OrZm h¢
{gIm`m !!

{_boJm Š`m Vwåh| AJa {OE IwX Ho$ {bE²&
OmEJo ~oH$ma `o {XZ AJa {OE IwX Ho$ {bE
Amoamo Ho$ XþI go _w±h Z _moSo> {_boJm
Š`m Vw_h¡ AJa {OE IwX Ho$ {bE
OmZda ^r OrVo g~ Ho$ {bE
B§gmZ Š`mo Zhr {OVo g~ Ho$ {bE
\$H©$ bmAmo IwX Ho$ {bE, gƒm B§gmZ ~ZZo
Ho$ {bE
{_Ho$Jm Z Hw$N> AJa {OE IwX Ho$ {bE
^y{_ d_m©

Mmê$ _{bH$
(VII )

(VI - B)
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_oam {dÚmb`

n§N>r h¢ h_

AkmZ H$m Ohm± nVZ hmo,
gd© kmZ H$m Ohm± OVZ hmo,
AZwemgZ go ^ao _oK hmo,
àmV…H$mb Ohm± Z_Z hmo &&
{~å~ gwgp‚mV pIbo Ohm± hmo,
Ambmo{H$V nW Omo H$a Xo,
g§ñH$ma `o àmá `hm± hmo,
Ohm± dm`w ^r JrV h¡ JmVr &&
{\$µOm Ohm± gV² {Xem {XImVr,
ha ~mV| XmXmOr H$s h_|,
AZwamJ H$m nmR> n‹T>mVr,
^` go {OgZo hma Z _mZr &&
à{VjU {OgZo OrV hr R>mZr
{ejU H$m g§gma ~gm`m
h_ g~ CZHo$ hr AZw`m`r &&

n§N>r h¢ h_ _ñV JJZ Ho$,
~ƒo h_ AZ_mob aVZ Ho$
AmJo hr AmJo ~‹T>mVo Omo
amhr h¡ h_ Eogo dVZ Ho$ &&
Am±Im| _| gnZm| H$mo ^aHo$
AmAmo gyaO O¡go M_Ho$
N>mE O~ KZKmoa A±Yoam
H$ao gm_Zm {hå_V ^aHo$ &&
IobHy$X , n‹T>-{bIH$a AmAmo
~Z| ì`{º$ h_ ~ohVa H$b Ho$
~m[ae H$s ~y±Xm| Ho$ O¡go
{_Å>r _hHo$ h_ ^r _hH|$ &&
h¢ BamXm| Ho$ h_ n¸o$
hma Z _mZ| ,`y± h_ WH$ Ho$
AmAmo kmZ H$m Xrn ObmE±
gmW _| Jm±E h_ g~ {_b Ho$ &&

Z_Z lr XmXm dmgdmZr !
Z_Z lr XmXm dmgdmZr !!

{g`m {ÌnmR>r

{g`m {ÌnmR>r

(IV)

(IV)

gµ\$ao nmR>embm
nmR>embm H$m hmoVm h¡
h_mao OrdZ _| _hÎd ~‹S>m,
`hr Vmo H$aVr h¡
~ƒm| H$mo CZHo$ OrdZ _| I‹S>m &
_oam ^r nhbm {XZ hþAm Wm
amoZo go ewê$,
_Z Z hmoVm H$s OmD$ na
_m± H$s S>m§Q> Ho$ AmJo
Š`m H$a nmD$ ?
{\$a bJZo bJo
gmao ~ƒo AnZo O¡go,
H$Q>Zo bJm gmam {XZ
nT>mB© Am¡a Iob _| OmZo H¡$go ?

nmR>embm _| ^r Ka O¡gm
S>m§Q> Am¡a ß`ma XmoZmo hr {_bVm Wm,
{ejH$m| H$mo JwS> _mo{ZªJ ~mobVo
Nw>Å>r VH$ Moham pIbm ahVm Wm &
AmO ^r `mX N>mo‹S> OmVr h¡
Mohao na _wñH$mZ,
dhr Ho$ n‹T>o nmR>m| go Am`m
OrdZ _| AmË_ gå_mZ &

CZ_o hr Or boVr hÿ±
AnZm Imo`m ~MnZ,
ho B©œa ! H$aZm _oar nmR>embm
Am¡a ~ƒm| H$m OrdZ gånÞ &

hm± , hÿ± gm¡^m½`embr H$s Z Ny>Q>r
A~ ^r nmR>embm,
nhþ±MVr hÿ± {gImZo à{V{XZ
~ƒm| H$mo AnZr
_mV¥^mfm H$s dU©_mbm &
Arati Roy
(Teacher )
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_mPr emim

hr _mPr emim, {H$Vr hþ§XS>bmo,{H$Vr Ioibmo,
{\$abmo,ZmMbmo,~mJS>bmo _mÂ`m `m emio_Ü`o.
df© gaVm gaVm, AmR>dUtZr OmJm KoVbr _ZmÀ`m
H$monè`m_Ü`o. H$mhr Jw{nVo,H$mhr égdo-\w$Jdo,
H$mhr ^m§S>Uo Ë`m _ZmÀ`m H$monè`m_Ü`o. `oVm
narjm, JS>~S> gdmªMr, {Z~§Y, g_rH$aUo,
AmH¥$Ë`m nmR>bmJ H$aVr. narjm g§nVmM gwÅ>rMo
doY, J_Vr-O_Vr, {\$aUo R>aVmV ~oV, ^Q>H$Vm
^Q>H$Vm g§nbm _{hZm gwÅ>rMm, H$Yr EH$Xm nmhVmo
bdH$a Moham emioMm. ZdrZ dJ©, ZdrZ nwñVHo$
Am{U OwZo-Zdo {_Ì, nwÝhm {\$éZr a_bmo, Mmby
Pmbo gÌ. Aer hr _mPr emim d emioMr
AmR>dU, Zoh_r _r _ZmV OnyZ R>odrZ, nwÝhm H$Yr
emioV Omdogo dmQ>bo Va, hiwdma CbJS>rZ Vmo
_ZmMm H$monam, àgÞ hmoB©b _Z, {ZIi AmZ§X
^éZr. hr _mPr emim, {H$Vr hþ§XS>bmo, {H$Vr

Ioibmo, {\$abmo, ZmMbmo, ~mJS>bmo _mÂ`m `m
emio_Ü`o. df© gaVm gaVm, AmR>dUtZr OmJm
KoVbr _ZmÀ`m H$monè`m_Ü`o. H$mhr Jw{nVo,H$mhr
égdo-\w$Jdo, H$mhr ^m§S>Uo Ë`m _ZmÀ`m
H$monè`m_Ü`o. `oVm narjm, JS>~S> gdmªMr,
{Z~§Y, g_rH$aUo,AmH¥$Ë`m nmR>bmJ H$aVr.
narjm g§nVmM gwÅ>rMo doY, J_Vr-O_Vr, {\$aUo
R>aVmV ~oV, ^Q>H$Vm ^Q>H$Vm g§nbm _{hZm
gwÅ>rMm, H$Yr EH$Xm nmhVmo bdH$a Moham
emioMm. ZdrZ dJ©,ZdrZ nwñVHo$ Am{U OwZo-Zdo
{_Ì, nwÝhm {\$éZr a_bmo, Mmby Pmbo gÌ. Aer
hr _mPr emim d emioMr AmR>dU, Zoh_r _r
_ZmV OnyZ R>odrZ, nwÝhm H$Yr emioV Omdogo
dmQ>bo Va, hiwdma CbJS>rZ Vmo _ZmMm H$monam,
àgÞ hmoB©b _Z,{ZIi AmZ§X ^éZr.
Pratiksha Manikpurkar
(Teacher)
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EMBRACING LOVE AND LIGHT

When I joined Sadhu Vaswani Mission International
School, Moshi as a teacher, in December 2015, I was
very excited and happy. I had briefly heard about
Dadaji, before I joined the Mission as a teacher. I was
very happy that I was joining a school that was in
tandem with my principles. I am a vegetarian and was
pleasantly surprised and happy to be a part of the
meatless day celebrations, which the mission
promoted. Being spiritually inclined, I began to read
the books Dadaji had written. I was quickly pulled into
his world of books, which filled me with great
happiness and peace.
I was elated when he visited our school, for a brief
time. His words were pure “One Hour of Wisdom”. In
that short span of time, he shared with us a wealth of
wisdom, with his beautiful smiling face. We have been
supremely blessed to be based in Pune, to be a part of
the mission activities and enjoy his discourses. Every
time, we visited the mission, it was a divine
experience to be a part of the kirtans. Hearing Dadaji
speak, I felt that, his words were alive with energy. He
always spoke about love and compassion being a part
of every thought, emotion and deed that we did, in
our lives. When people spoke about certain concerns
troubling them, his reply was “EVEN THIS WILL PASS
AWAY”. I realized that, here was a great Mahatma,
who did not just preach but had practiced and
devoted his entire life to humanity and mankind.
Being supremely intelligent, he could have easily
chosen a path to be successful in any materialistic
career that he wanted. Instead, at the age of twenty
one, he was a living example of compassion, who
selflessly and tirelessly worked for the poor; not
giving a single thought to personal comfort or gain.
Everything that he received was given back to the
world, without any expectations in return. His
thoughts, revolved only around loving, giving and
sharing.

how tirelessly he had worked for the upliftment of the
poor, all over the world, not giving a thought to any
physical comfort or pain, always leading by example.
He is loving energy, personified. He has been
tirelessly planting seeds of compassion, love,
tolerance, forgiveness, wisdom to one and all,
ensuring and awakening the sub-conscious mind. One
of the many qualities, I was attracted to, was his
humility, when he spoke about various matters,
deeply rooted in spirituality and yet extremely
practical to follow. He spoke about the importance of
prayer and meditation, and the ability to look within,
to surrender completely to God, believing he is the
soul guide, no matter what the situation. There was
no trace of arrogance or pride, whenever he spoke,
with his innate wisdom. I used to wonder, that a Here
was a person, who would meet countless people in a
day, without feeling or showing the slightest trace of
impatience or anger or frustration, a true example of
self-awareness. His face would be ever smiling, with
his both hands always joined in prayer, saluting the
divinity, within all of us. Every discourse of his, would
revolve, only around showing loving-kindness to all,
animals and humans alike.
Being a part of his centenary celebrations, I can only
remain amazed, at his accurate perception and sharp
clarity of mind and thoughts, at his age, including his
great sense of humor and his sweet endearing smile,
spreading sunshine in all directions; the simplest and
the complicated things were always explained in a
light hearted manner. We are indeed blessed to be a
part of his great mission to serve and uplift, one and
all. DADAJI – A LIFETIME OF LOVE !!! I pray that we
remain under the Wisdom tree of EVERGREEN
DADAJI, forever. Looking at him, I am reminded of a
saying –
“ I AM JOY !!

I had heard about such Mahatmas and seen a few, but
I felt truly blessed and honoured to be a part of
Dadaji's mission, after I personally participated in the
Missions activities. His words have the power to
uplift, to enliven and transform a soul. He often refers
to Lord Buddha's teachings and Gurudev Sadhu
Vaswani. They are simply put, for the common man to
understand. Having watched a couple of his videos, I
was touched to see,

I AM PEACE !!
I AM LOVE !! “
DADA SHAM !!!

Minu Prabhakaran
(Teacher)
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In search of……. ME

Being with pain , ours or someone else's breaks

Two roads lie ahead for each of us , but as

open our hearts and strips us of everything that's

Robert Frost said, 'we cannot travel both and

false. When we turn away , we are actually closing

be one traveller. We can choose joy or we can

the door to one of the most powerful avenues of

choose pain. It calls for courage it calls for

growth. So afraid are we of how much it would

trust. Before I didn't know how to be me At

hurt to feel the pain that many have convinced

times I was lost , shattered and cried Before ,

themselves that they actually have no pain at all.

I was someone who I didn't like to be. But

But the pain is right there where we hid it , often

today I am …. who I am now. I have known the

dormant but awaiting its time. We stumble upon it

faith and courage It requires to get it right To

in the living of our lives , when a reminiscence or a

face the things that hold you down And hold

situation suddenly triggers us and wakes it up.

your head up and stand strong.

These are the times when once again we are given
a choice to have the courage to feel it or to dismiss
it and lose the opportunity for healing yet again.
The need to be understood by others becomes
ingrained while in reality it is variation of feeling
sorry for yourself. Reflecting

and pondering,

without self-attack or blame, opens you up to
greater understanding and compassion for
yourself and others. You discover a strange
freedom which makes you stronger and wiser.

Roshan George
(Teacher)
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away at the border spread, the next batch of
'Brave hearts' filled the vacancy of the Dead .
Is this all that we can do? Is it a befitting gratitude?
For letting us live when they perished, It is time to
show our fortitude .
Neither a Sikh nor a Mohamedan ,not Hindu or
Christian too, the one who lost his life was in the
brave Indian Army crew. Uri, 26/11, Phulwama,
narrate the same story repeatedly told, It's your
time dear children, to take a step bold. 'I am little'
what can I do, if this confusion troubles you, 'I am
little' ,yet I will do , is your first successful pass
through . Start today in your homes, schools and
your lives, Let Love be the value that survives.
Spread love in words actions and deeds, Be kind
and tolerant and let peace sow its seeds. Let not
emotions but courage rule , Stand up tall with
values , for that's what you learn in school . Ask
not what India can do for you , you are expected to
do your bit, with a heart never ready to quit. You,
Gentle breezes to metamorphosize into winds
that blow, ...And take your country to new heights,
aglow. New ideas, New thoughts, the New you
should be your attitude I for my India ME for my
motherland is your gratitude.

'ME' for my Motherland

First the crash then the blast. Blown up bits and
pieces, shrieking, painful voices, left the nation
aghast . It was over, over in less than a minute.
Forty + brave hearts were murdered and finished.
The country was in an uproar, it should be ,was
expected . For now it had become habitual to the
recurring pain inflicted . Protests, wails and
compensation was the outflow, Candlelit marches
and Newsroom debates complemented the show.
Opposition struck the ruling , accusations ranted
the air, Blame game and justifications ,was but
their flair. We thought we did our best and retired,
Slept securely in our homes as desired. While far

Anupama Vinod
(Teacher)

My Paradise on Earth

Buildings, gables and skyscrapers Cows and cyclists
jostling with each other… Vegetable vendors and
flower stalls, stuck together inching for space.
Dogs and people crossing the roads in a jiffy, Oh!
Who is to reach the other side first? Will it be the
buffalo or me? The rustling leaves of the lush green
trees, The dew drops so fresh, The warmth of the
sun. Oh! So wonderful and fun! What an ecstatic
feel! Bees and butterflies collecting honey,
Fluttering past one flower to another…
Grandparents huddled sharing stories, Singing
hymns, mellifluous tunes filling in… Everlasting,
Enchanting, gushing waterfalls, Children in crystal
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clear waters making merry Rolling meadows,
echoing a cuckoo's call Dawning of the sun, with
the reapers song Enchanting beauty of the misty
mornings, Small brooks babbling on the pebbles.
Snowy white or smurphy, blue mountains, Tall
trees swaying; making the brooks create Trebles in
the distance. Honey voices of birds chirping,
Nature reflecting the sun's brightness… Rain
pouring out of the fragrance of mud, The joy of the
dancing daffodils and the blooming buds… Oh! To
look at the elated flowers, The rainbows painting
up the horizon… Cattle grazing on the farms, Not
straying on the roads… Ample spaces for children
to laugh and play, And to climb the fruit laden
trees. Cool breeze fondling my cheeks, Peace and
Bliss flowing , Making me pleased. The Crimson
sun spreading everywhere… Breathing lungfuls of
cool air, Gazing at the expanse so blue Be it the sky
or water, clouds or rivers, Rain drops or little pearls
of dew… A place where everything remains
Evergreen, Evernew, My wonderful sense of
curiosity helps me see… The things everlasting,
evergreen though few. Oh! How would it feel to be
free as a bee? This is my moment of peace… This is
my paradise on earth… Pune, my beloved Dada
Vaswani's abode, I wish you were all this and much
more… I wish you were all this and much more…

Minu Prabhakaran
(Teacher)

SVIS: Temple of Knowledge
The recently opened SVIS library is a Reader's
Delight, which welcomes you to the world of
knowledge. Keeping in mind that a wellstocked library is the key to interesting,
teaching and useful learning process. The
books are arranged well, labelled and are
shelved into different sections.
The teacher's reference corner helps teachers
to add information to their subject and make
their topic interesting and informative.
Students enjoy reading authors like Enid
Blyton, Roald Dahl, Agatha Christie, R. L. Stine,
Sudha Murthy, Ruskin Bond and especially
beloved Dadaji's books. We have newspapers
and magazines like National Geographic,
Education World, India Today, Reader's
Digest, Mira Magazine and many more. Mira
magazine is liked more by all students as it
includes value based stories, riddles, puzzles,
drawings, recipe corner, etc. The informative
reference corner helps user by providing
information through Encyclopaedia, World
Books, Dictionaries, Thesaurus.
Reading is a fathomless resource for learning

through it not only does one gets
information but also about the events
happening around the world. It helps all to
develop their language skill and build up a
good vocabulary. The joy of reading is
inseparable from the joy of communication.
Library is a source of knowledge for young
minds and plays a very important role in
inculcating the habit of reading. Libraries
are called a temple of learning. It is like a
workshop where users spend time in
reading. What food is to blood, that
circulates through your veins so is reading to
the mind, which helps you to learn and
grow.
It is rightly said
“Books are our best friends,
And they remain the same till the end.”
SVIS
(Librarians)

Women an ocean of love
Being women is a matter of Pride.
She is a source of inspiration,
She is a lady with many aspirations.

She still she is expected to deliver a baby boy.
She is blessed with beauty and brain,
She is blessed with nature's most precious and
priceless gift to continue human chain.

She is patience and supportive,
She is talented and creative.

It is rightly said….
“As a temple without a bell,
So is the world without a woman.”

She is confident and knowledgeable,
She is beautiful and admirable.

It's time for the society to accept and respect
woman the way they are,
To make and let them feel special every day.

She is strong and commendable,
She is powerful and appreciable.
She is a great counsellor,
She is a true philosopher.

Value and worship them in every way,
A salute and celebration.

She is blossom with dedication,
She is filled with energy and motivation.

To the God's most beautiful creation,
Happy women's day!!!

She builds and becomes a pillar of an
unknown family,
She gels well and adjust herself accordingly.
She fills up her new home with colors of joy,
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Vishakha Sontakke
(Librarian)

Tales Of Pride
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CBSE Results

(2017-2018)
Pass
Students
No of
No of
with
students students Percentage
Distinction
Appeared Passed
5
9
9
100%
No

4

Name

Percentage

1

Esha Walunj
(School Topper)

90.2%

2

Stuti Bharadwaj

86%

3

Sahil Rajput

83.4%

4

Hreeyash Shirsat

83%

5

Harsh Katkar

79.2%

6

Kshitij Bhosale

73.8%

7

Ananya Kumraj

72.2%

8

Om Wadekar

71.8%

9

Omkar Bhosale

67%

(2018-2019)
Pass
No of
No of
students students Percentage
Appeared Passed
6
6
100%
No

Students
with First
Class

Students
with
Distinction
6

Students
with First
Class
0

Name

Percentage

1

Nischay Goel
(School Topper)

89.6%

2

Riya Gadiya
(School Topper)

89.6%

3

Atharva Deodhar

88%

4

Krish Patel

83.4%

5

Chaitanya Alhat

82.2%

6

Ashish Deshmane

76%
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Our artists….
Our Students have been appearing for the Elementary and Intermediate Art Examination
conducted by the Directorate of Art, Maharashtra State since Year 2015. They are trained by
our teacher Ms. Archana Vitvekar in school. The results of all four years are as follows.
Academic Year 2015-16

Academic Year 2017-18

Elementary

Elementary

Sr.no

Name of the students

Grade

1

Gadiya Riya Prashant

C

2

Goel Nischay Keshav

C

3

Raskar Siddharth Milind

C

4

Wali Rugved Shashikant

C

5

Walunj Esha Pandurang

B

Sr.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of the students
Agale Anjali Sadashiv
Bhavle Saloni Sanjay
Bhosale Anjali Krishna
Chaure Aryan Anand
Deore Nishant Pravin
Katkade Shravan Jalindar
Landge Gargee Amar
Navale Prathamesh Kishor
Patil Arya Mahesh
Patil Shree Bhimrao
Pawar Tanishq Dada

Grade
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
C
C
C
C

Intermediate

Academic Year 2016-17

Sr.no

Name of the students

Grade

1

Chopade Atharva Kailas

C

2

Deodhar Atharva Aniruddha

C

Academic Year 2018-19

Elementary

Grade Elementary
Sr.no
Name of the students
C

Sr.no Name of the students

Grade

1

Chavan Shruti Shahaji

2

Chopade Atharva Kailas

B

1

Karnawat Yashraj Mahavir

B

3

Deodhar Atharva Aniruddha

B

2

Lande Tanish Lahu

C

4

Rajput Sahil Nivrutti

C

3

Landge Rajeshwari Sunil

B

5

Shirsat Shreeyash Mahadeo

C

Intermediate

Sr.no Name of the students

Grade

1

Gadiya Riya Prashant

C

2

Goel Nischay Keshav

C

3

Kumraj Ananya Ganesh

C

4

Walunj Esha Pandurang

B

Intermediate

Sr.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Name of the students
Agale Anjali Sadashiv
Bhosale Anjali Krishna
Chaure Aryan Anand
Deore Nishant Pravin
Landge Gargee Amar
Patil Arya Mahesh
Patil Shree Bhimrao

Grade
B
C
C
B
A
B
C

Riddhi Gorde (IV A)
Interschool Elocution
Competition

Nishit Vashistha (V B)
Abacus

Arnav Londhe (II C)
Kick Boxing

Asmi Londhe (II A)
Kick Boxing

Yukta Landge (III A)
Abacus, Swimming

Sharvil More (III A)
Skating, Abacus
(State level)
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Aarti Rao Yerraguntla (II A)
English Elocution

Gargee Landge (IX)
Drawing, Painting

Swarup Rasure (VI A)
Sanskrit Shlok

MadhuraKakade(III A)
Badminton

Advaith Madangarli (V B)
Karate

Shree Patil (IX)
Science Exhibition
(MIT college)
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Anjali Agale (VIII)
German Story Telling
Best out of Waste

Anushri Ramane (II B)
Sanskrit Shlok
Recitation

Aallyson Roheda (III B)
Cyclothon

Aarushi Sali (V B)
Elocution, Abacus

Manas Joshi (II C)
Yoga

Shravan Handibag (VII)
Chess, Abacus
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Shreyash Gawali (III A)
Karate, Abacus

Arnavi More (VII)
Skating, Abacus, Elocution

Tasmay Sable (III A)
Abacus

Shriyansh Patil (II B)
Drawing,Painting

Shruti Patil (VI A)
State level Art

Amrita Vishnoi (VI B)
Abacus,
Shreya Ghangurde (VI B)
Abacus
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Kaniishk Kadam
(Athletics)

Avaneesh Gorlevar
(Athletics)

Interschool Yoga Demonstration Competition - Winners
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Tabla - The king of Drums

Music is life....
Students are trained under the able guidance of their music teacher Ms. Bhakti Bhandare to
appear for the ‘Prarambhik’ and ‘Praveshika’ examinations in Indian Music conducted by
Gandharv Mahavidyalaya.

The following students made us proud.
Mrunmayee Raskar

Distinction

Purva Gore

First Class

Nishant Deore

First Class

Mitali Hurdale

First Class

Vasudha Hurdale

First Class
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Innovative Teacher Award by SVIOTT

Shrilekha Chatterjee

Heena Alwani

Winners - Interschool Teaching Aids Competition

Aarti Girase, Aparna Desai, Soniya Gogate, Smita Kank
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Insightful Impressions
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Every child is a unique creation!

“There lies within each person a huge reservoir of untapped
potential of achievement, success and happiness'.
Herein lies the truth of every individual.
As a counsellor and special educator, this is a 'mantra' I like to
give every parent. Parents must believe that their children
are unique and accept them for who they are. Every child has
a unique personality and growth trajectory. We need to
recognize it and nourish it. We can achieve this most
importantly, by nurturing the child's self-esteem. The child
develops this through the eyes of the significant adult. Our actions convey to the child what we
believe of them. When we give them a positive and true picture of themselves, children develop a
realistic and positive self-esteem. We must remember that every individual finds their place in the
sun. Therefore, we must allow our children to find their pace of blossoming and their field of
blooming!
When the child has a positive self-esteem, even failures are taken as learning opportunities.
Children learn to take failure in their stride and to get up after a fall. Comparing them to their peer
group leads to sometimes unrealistic expectations and resulting frustrations when these are not
met. Parent and child alike, are never happy with any achievement, however small, because the
aspirations are always higher. Therefore, the parent's duty lies in helping their child be comfortable
in their skin. This is attained when the parent himself is accepting of differences. Every success,
however small must be celebrated. This will lead to achievement of one's potential and create the
pathway to success, happiness and contentment.

Ms. Reena Bhonagiri
Counsellor and Special Educator,
SVIS
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The journey towards excellence……
is giving us opportunity to identify areas of
improvement for our daughter. I feel proud to
mention that at the age of seven my daughter can
read, write and speak languages English, Hindi
and Marathi proficiently. She knows a lot about
environment and how to take care of it. This
would not be possible without hard efforts by
teachers.
Annual function of SVIS is quite different. Each
and every student gets opportunity to perform on
a stage; this is something great. The best part is
value based themes. Annual functions have
helped my daughter immensely to build her
interest in music, dance, musical instruments and
acting.
Activities like Baseball, Karate, Swimming,
Skating, Yoga, Dance, Music are helping all kids for
physical fitness and mental peace. School is
helping our daughter to grow as a person to
acquire multiple skills and make solid foundation
for it. She has empathy for animals, sensitive
about littering, pollution, noises. She is keen to
ask questions and always tries to go to root of the
things to gain complete knowledge. I would also
like to mention about few celebrations like
Grandparents day, Maushi Kaka Fun day,
Janmashtami,Vasant Panchmi and Marathi Day.
These celebrations are helping all students to
learn values, culture and appreciating others.
Competitions like Abhang Competition, Poem
recitation, Storytelling are helping my daughter to
increase the interest level in literature and lyrics. I
must mention, she likes to listen the stories taught
by Meenu ma'am a lot.
School Principal is taking efforts to inculcate
discipline in all students. She is very strict (if you
are not sending kids to the school) and soft (for
the kids who have any problems). For the first time
I saw that the Principal is ok to allow kids to go for
family function but declining for personal trips on
school day. Her focus on family bonding and not
allowing for unnecessary vacation is a part of
discipline.
I am happy to share that our kid is happy and
enjoying the school. Teachers are happy to see her
progress, creativity and interests. Hope she will
complete her dreams in this school further. Best
wishes to entire staff for growing plants into trees.
Last but not least- Everything here is different and
uniquely done.

My daughter Juee Erande is a part of SVIS family
from 2014 when she took admission in Nursery
class. And I am proud to say that her entire school
journey is all about learnings with happiness.
During the admission process we had been asked
a question- “How do you want your daughter to be
in her life?” And we had replied- “We want her to
live her life based on values, ethics and principles”.
We believe that the school is building a solid base
for all students to live their life based on values,
principles and ethics.
In initial days we had various questions like- Will
Juee like the school? How will she manage with
the environment? When would indoor/outdoor
facilities be available? What all activities will be
conducted for physical and mental progress? etc.
Within first year itself we realized that the
students are nurtured softly and encouraged for
overall growth at school. Even if there were very
few students in Nursery class, there was no
compromise on quality and all facilities were like a
full strength class. School has always maintained a
right teacher to students ratio and that has helped
for personal attention to students. Juee simply
loved going to school every day, make new
friends, participate into all school activities and
enjoy her school life. I would like to specially
mention the role play activity that happens for
pre-primary classes. These activities helped my
daughter to come out of shyness, to be vocal and
to be confident of speaking English in front of big
audience.
I would like to specially talk about the efforts that
teachers are taking for overall growth of students.
We are pleased to see Juee's progress not only in
studies but also in all curricular activities and
competitions. We always see our child happy to go
to school and while returning from the school.
Teachers have empathy and bonding with each
student. Teacher are always open to share
feedback and for discussions. They always
welcome the suggestions. We are always keen to
attend open days, talk to all teachers, get
feedback from them and share our feedback. This

Thank you
Mrs. Nilima Shailesh Erande.
(Mother of Juee Shailesh Erande, Class II)
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SVIS – Our second home!

Our journey at SVIS started when we joined in
2nd std. Our class teacher was very nice and
kind. Since we joined school few days late, she
repeated the whole portion for us.

music and science labs. The classrooms are big
and airy. We are also learning Skating, Karate,
Yoga. We also participated in many inter school
competitions.

At SVIS each day begins in the Sanctuary with a
story, a poem or information about a great
personality. In the Sanctuary we learn about
values like honesty, compassion and
forgiveness.

Every year our school takes us to visit many
outdoor places like parks, adventure outings
and for Seva activities. This year we went to
Hyderabad. It was our first outstation trip and
we enjoyed with our friends.

By the time we moved to 4th std. we had a
magnificent building with many new facilities.
We now have a beautiful Sanctuary, a huge
library, a big swimming pool, a modern
computer lab, activity rooms for dance, tabla,

We have been enjoying in SVIS as students. In
April 2019, the school arranged a trip to NASA
camp at USA which we enjoyed! We look
forward for many more fun filled, exciting,
educational years at SVIS.

Ritika Lakare,
Rachel Lakare (Std - VI)
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Those were the days....
performing a skit. I have always received the
necessary push that I always needed.
Aarti ma'am, a special thanks to you for
encouraging me to be a better person as a whole
and showering me with love and loads of
opportunities. You remember the republic day?
You gave me the opportunity of hoisting the flag. I
was standing right besides you. It was THE MOST
prestigious moment ever. I could never forget that
moment ever. I wasn't even capable of such honor
and whole heartedly thank you so much for it.
I never thought, I could ever be a head prefect ever.
I thank you all for believing in me and helping me
believe in myself. You all brought the best out of
me.
When I sat down to write my speech, I felt exactly
like a 10th std. student writing her pre boards. I
knew exactly what I felt, what I had in my mind, but
I was so overwhelmed, I just couldn't seem to pen
in down on paper.
Grade 10 brought in immense pressure and being
the first batch of the school only added to it. School
life is ending. No getting up early in the morning
and no horrifying projects and lengthy home works
for quite some time now. We girls can go without
putting plaits and ponies. I have always yearned for
all this, but now when I have it, I don't want it.
Because with this freedom. There would come a
new life with lots of responsibilities and more
pressure with none of my helpful teachers and
loving friends. And this idea frightens me.
We all have something, some memories, that
makes saying goodbye so difficult. If I could, I'd give
anything to live it all over again.
Dear juniors, I know finding the hypotenuse,
learning trigonometric ratios, reading lengthy
texts of history and writing exams feels useless but
that is not the actual thing. All this teaches you
time management and problem solving. So just
find the hypotenuse, it would help you some day
for sure. It's help for future in disguise. Just go with
the flow and bring out the best in you.
Anupama ma'am, I want to thank you for always
being there for us. Thank you for bring our back
bone. Thank you for not being annoyed. From a
friend, a counselor, a teacher, a supporter, a fighter
to our second mother, you have been everything to
us. We love you!
A big big big thanks to all and loads of love until we
meet again.

Stuti Bhardwaj (Head Prefect)
Farewell – Std. X February 17, 2018
Let's start from the very beginning – 15th June
2015, the first day at school. A 12-year-old walking
in with happiness and anxiety, excited but nervous,
fascinated but puzzled.
Coming from different schools, different
backgrounds and with different sets of thoughts,
we found each other not only different but also
weird. But gradually, we transformed into a big
happy family. I have no idea when these three
years passed. Time really flies. It feels like it all
happened yesterday.
Everything changed tremendously in these three
years. We grew taller and our bonds grew stronger.
Our books became heavier and we became
naughtier. The only thing that remained constant is
the smile of our beloved teachers. Exactly as
soothing and ardent as before. The amount of zeal
in our teachers and their energetic good morning
never failed to boost my confidence. This is not for
the first time that I am addressing, but today I feel a
mix of nervousness, anxiety, nostalgia and most
importantly sorrow. Sorrow of no longer being a
part of this wonderful family.
Before I came here, I never pictured myself walking
up to a stage and addressing people. It was like a
nightmare to me. But my teachers guided me so
well and made me do it so often that now I
voluntarily take up the opportunities of voicing my
thoughts.
My teachers have helped me improve in
everything, let it be writing, speaking, dancing or
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Riya Gadiya (Head Prefect)

this school and it goes without saying that I have
imbibed a lot for a simple reason that my teachers
have been so fabulous. My school has not only
helped me excel in studies but also in honing my
skills for other co-curricular activities. I have no
grievances because I sincerely believe that we
have been given great exposure here like I have
become a more developed personality. I went to a
factory which is run by specially abled adults, got a
chance to edit newspaper, I even got a chance to
take the interview of the great legend Dada J P
Vaswani. Here we are not only imparted
knowledge through the medium of books but are
also given practical learning session and real life
incidents so that we can gain a better
understanding of things. I would like to extend
special thanks to our honourable Principal ma'am
Miss Aarti Patil for steadily working towards the
betterment of our school and leaving no stone
unturned in the welfare of the students and yes the
teachers, for their dedication, care and expertise
that changes our lives all over.
I can endlessly go on praising my school but due to
time constrain I would like to bring an end to my
speech by just saying a big thank you to all!

Std. X – Farewell January 31, 2019
Today is a very special day for all of us, and I thank
you all from the core of my heart for making it
happen. On one hand, I am excited and happy to
step into a new beginning. On the other, I am sad,
since I have to leave this wonderful School and my
caring teachers. Till now we were in our comfort
zone, but now we have to break this zone and start
a new beginning all over again.
I still remember my first year of this school. I was
shy, quiet, less confident and yes full of doubts. But
now I see myself as a more confident and
independent person. For this I would like to thank
principal ma'am Miss Aarti Patil and all the
teachers who always supported me in my
difficulties and cooperated with a kind heart.
Principal ma'am always portrayed the image of
highly disciplined personality yet so kind and
humble! I also got many different and wonderful
opportunities to exhibit my talents and also shed
some of my inhibitions. I feel blessed for this. I feel
'THANK YOU' is a very small word for all the
kindness that I have received in this school. Also,
keeping in mind the uniqueness of the school, I
would definitely try to make all of you proud of me.
A tree with strong roots laughs at the storms. This
school has made our roots so strong that we can
face any challenges in our lives too.
Its not the goodbye that hurts , but the flashback
that follows.
It fills me with immense pride to be a student of
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to build myself as a leader. I am surely going to
miss a lot, let it be boring physics lecture or
interesting history lectures. I would like to
apologise, If I have hurt anybody. I never
consider this school as a school but as my second
home. The teachers have been extremely kind
and they always supported us throughout our
learning and also sometimes our mischiefs. I
would also like to thank our class teachers
Nibedita Ma'am & Roshan Ma'am, Who are very
kind hearted and also sympathetic towards each
one of us. I should say that every time we would
be late for Anupama Ma'am's lecture and would
stand out as punishment & I would also like to
thank all the teachers who gave extra time for
our every late submissions. While we know that
we will not be able to re-live these moments
again, We are never going to forget the days
spent here. In fact all the teachers and each and
every student have been friendly and caring. The
special relation and bonds we shared amongst
each other are forever going to remain in our
hearts and will always miss the lovely days spent
here. I don't want to call it a farewell speech as
we will always be in touch with each other. I
promise that all the values that every teacher
taught us will be instilled in our hearts and we
will work towards being a better human being.

Std. X – Farewell January 31, 2019
The year that went by had been lovely for me as
I could make the most of my last year in this
school and its time to say good bye. I have learnt
many things here and I wish I could stall time to
be with all of you for some more precious hours,
because I am not ready for the moment to leave
my school. This school has given me so many
things and also I love this as it has many facilities
which the school in our area do not have, also
the largest school in our area. The classrooms
have a big space where we played outdoor
games. We too enjoyed the swimming class
where we learnt swimming. The playing area is
quite large. Apart from studies we got to learn
the guitar, tabla. Past 3 years had been so great
and wonderful. I feel that I was here for long this
is because of your love which makes me feel in
this way. While entering last year of this school I
found joy in every scolding of teacher be it
scolding for laughing or scolding for breaking the
glass. I enjoyed! I got new friends and new
teacher. All the teacher treated us as their own
children. And also I got friends who helped me in
difficult and unexpected times. Thank you! for
making my life better. This school has made me
confident enough to face the world. While
executing the responsibilities of a head boy I
myself improved in confidence and discipline. I
thank all teachers who gave me the opportunity
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Nischay Goel
Farewell – Std. X January 31, 2019
The year that went by, my much dreaded 10thstd
has left me with sweet memories and now it's time
to say goodbye. I wish this never really happened.
This school gave me some super friends, generous
teachers, moral values and knowledge to face the
world. All these years have been so special for me.
I remember our standing out for coming late to
classes. I remember the fight between me and
teachers for not cutting my hair. I remember
scratching the black board with my compass box
and then saying lies to Roshan mam. Our teaches
are very cooperative and contributed a lot towards
our all round development. And when we are
talking about our friends, friends are the boon
given by the god to us. Each and every moment
that was spent together have become sweet
memories. The memories of troubling Arti mam
and breaking our class window. I remember the
days when Arti mam didn't teach us German for a
few days except to Riya and kaleshwari. I
remember the day when Atharwa and I went into
the IT lab and leaked the English paper but then
ma'am changed the paper at the last moment,
fortunately every one passed. I remember the
times when this school building was under
construction for two& a half years. Sometimes we
do feel bad that we could not take the utmost
advantage of the big playgrounds, music rooms,

swimming pools during our tern here. It was only
towards the end that we could use them. Never the
less we still had our fun when we turned our
classrooms into playgrounds and sanctuary into
practice and activity room. I am surely going to miss
you all. You have helped me through bad and
difficult times though sometimes we did have
fights, exams and all were just great fun. I would
like to thank Nibedita ma'am for being such a kind
hearted, generous and loving class teacher. I would
also like to thank Anupama mam for being there
whenever I needed help, and thank you Roshan
mam for being such a wonderful class teacher for
three years and thank all of you for being here, and
if I have ever done something wrong to you please
forgive me.
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feels a bit unlucky that we were not able to use
all the facilities given to us, due to lack of time
but I feel happy for our following batches that
they would get the privilege of using the same in
the coming years. Are you crazy? the one
question our principal ma'am always asked us
whenever we were caught doing something
wrong will be never forgotten by me. 10 years
hence I will look down the memory lane and be
happy and proud of being a part of this school
and my promise to my teachers is that they
would be proud of me one day.

Std. X – Farewell January 31, 2019
Today we all have gathered here for our 10 Std
farewell. I would Iike to share my journey in this
school. I have completed my 3 wonderful years
of studies, play fun, tensions, exams,
punishments, mischiefs... in short 3 wonderful
years of life. I will value all that I have learnt in
this school it has given me teachers who have
lovingly and patiently tried to improve my
behaviour I used to tease my friends, be
naughty in class but teachers used to patiently
tolerate and then motivate me towards a
positive change in my behaviour. I have made
friends whose friendship I will cherish lifelong
we are a group of only 6 children and hence our
bond is stronger. All 6 of us were involved in
whatever we did - be it project, work or
mischiefs. I remember the time we were all
playing cricket in class and I was batting and by
mistake the bottle which was the bat flew out
of, my hand and landed on the window pane
and it shattered Even in naughtiness and
mischiefs we were always united. Our batch

Thank you!
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Chaitanya Alhat
Std. X – Farewell January 31, 2019
Today as we 10th std students stand on the
thresh hold to move out into the world of
opportunities, I am glad to express my feelings
to all of you about my progressive journey from
what I was to from what I am. I have changed
from the person I am to the person I was. This
school has not only provided us with bookish
knowledge but also a spiritual guidance of this
world. I would like to thank our Principal ma'am
for giving me an opportunity to perform in
Sadhu Vaswani mission due to which many of us
were able to take blessing of our Guru Dada J P
Vaswani. Not only did we learnt to respect
elders but each and every one in our
surroundings let them be younger once or
animals, in fact “animals are our brothers, do
not kill them” was our slogan for many rallies. I
like to thank all of our teachers who understand
us so well and guided us in every way possible.
All out teachers were friendly while teaching
and every activity like republic day and annual
gathering, they were very cooperative to us and
helped us in every possible way. They never hurt
us by their words. They did all the possible
things to improve us in every perspective. I
specially thank Anupama ma'am and Roshan
ma'am to help me improve my English
communication skills. I first faced problems in
English comprehensive writing and speaking
today I am confident enough to speak the
language much more fluently. When I came I

was a less confident child but today there is
change in me. Apart from studies my school
helped me in overcoming stage fear.
I feel proud of my teacher who encouraged us to
perform in various activities and helped us a lot
in developing our overall personality. We
enjoyed all the inspirational talks that teachers
gave us. We all enjoyed all the lectures of all our
teachers and had lot of fun. I know we all
troubled you a lot, we have done many
mischievous activities and we are very sorry
about it, but we all respected you all in our ways
and loved you whole heartedly.
Thank You!
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we should enter it... although we entering politics
would create riots and chaos across the whole of
India in moments...Then I would like to thank All
the language teachers who have made learning
new languages easier for us.... At last thanks to my
friends.... If there is one word for you guys it's going
to be "crazy"...you guys are crazy literally, just
because some you were lazy to hurry back to class
we invented a game so that the person who
finishes last gets all the abuses of the world ... I
know it's a bad idea but it worked....We've broken
the window glass with a thermos....Metal one...
And I was the first one to run... Because I was the
only one whose face was seen on the CCTV camera
on a direct angle.... I got scared, really... From
bringing cakes to class, exam papers, and bunking
maths class by watering the plants in the garden....
Till they die out....We have done it all ...and we are
not setting standards for any of you ... Pls don't try
our actions ever....
We fought countless times, yet after each fight we
forget everything, act as if we nothing has
happened and this is one of the strengths of our
friendship....
Friends, boards just 'round the corner, we are
prepared for it , ..preparing even Now, But after
that it's over; We have still not got over the fact that
this is the last moment of our school life. I know,
that some you are shifting to a different state,
while others will be busy preparing for their
careers..yet I am definitely sure that whenever we
are stressed out or nervous we will remember our
moments together.... and I am sure that each one
of you will crack up laughing at the moment..
But this is not over yet... 'Picture abhi baaki mere
dost' We are coming back, to this very school, I
guess one has to see 3 Idiots to know the date...
And have promised to each other that we will
come back successful...So
To end my speech There's two people that I would
like to thank, Dada and Bade Dada, if it would not
be for their mission for education, we wouldn't be
destined to meet .. so for once again....thanks to all
of you for making my school life wonderful...and
would like to end my speech with a quote from Star
Trek "Live long and prosper"

Atharwa Deodhar
Std. X – Farewell January 31, 2019
As we have all gathered here I would commence
my speech with a thank you note: I would first
thank Principal Ms Aarti Ma am for letting me into
this school.... You are the reason for the journey of
the best 3 years of my school life
Thank you So much. Second, I would like to thank
my first Class Teacher , Roshan Ma am, you have
guided us through the fluency and dialogue of
English Literature and brought many of us from
'Literature Poverty' - I know it's not a term but I am
still using it...It sounds nice... We are sorry for the
mistakes we made in the past. We regret those
actions.... But thanks to u because you did not
responded to it like we thought, but with love and
concern for us, you explained why it shouldn't be
done again.. Then, I would like to thank Nibedita
Ma am and Anupama am, At first we all were really
upset that we couldn't do well in Mathematics
and Science, but I happened to call a friend back in
Goa who is studying in the same grade and to
mock I asked him a general question "Give me the
difference between AC and DC generator?"
He replied by saying "An AC has an A in it while a
DC Generator has a D in it"
I was like "Are you serious" He was like "Yeah the
only difference is the letters right?"
And I got it clear from then "My teachers are
awesome, the reason why Pune is called
Education and Knowledge Hub of India and why I
am not going to Goa ever again...
Thanks to Anupama Ma am, the stereotype of
'bad politics' got clear and made us feel for once

Thank You!!!!
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